
Troubleshooting - Redgate duplication of ...(extended properties etc) 

Error manifestation 
I was recently faced with RedGate Source Control erroring as soon as I highlighted the DB in SSMS 

 

 

I did contact Redgate support but they weren't able to resolve...after alot of scratching around I resolved the issue 
myself 

The issue itself wasnt in the DB, but in the actual code written to Source Control within Bitbucket 

I have attached the SQL script below which returns all Extended properties on your DB...just in case you want to 
look (as I said the issue isnt in the DB) 

 

Actual Issue 
The actual issue aluded to by the Redgate message was that I had Duplicates of a couple of Extended Properties 
in the Bitbucket Source code. 

This is not visible from the actual DB you'll need to look at the code in BitBucket. 

It appears that I had 2 changes to 2 Stored Procs which were pulled into SC out of order , so they both wrote the 
newly added Extended Property to the SC repo without complaining 



Steps to find the dupes 
Open Sourcetree 

Go onto the affected DB 

Start stepping through your commits and Pull requests. Youre looking for duplication; below is one example I 
found 

 

 

Once identified, you need to go onto Bitbucket repo for the DB 

Go into the Source node 
Go into the identified item and Click the edit button 

 

 

 

Identify the duplicated code and delete 

 

Save and tick the box to create a Pull Request 

Get the Pull request reviewed and accepted before moving on 

 

 



Steps to resolve 
Disconnect your DB from Redgate SC. Click the Unlink button in the Setup tab 

 

Now Close SSMS 

Delete the Caches folder under the SQL Source Control(n) folder. 

Mine was here : C:\Users\(Your Username)\AppData\Local\Red Gate\SQL Source Control 7 

 

Find your local SC folder repo and rename 

Then create a new folder with the report name 



 

 

Now go into Sourcetree File\Clone and reclone the Repo into the newly created folder. This will pull a new 
version of the SC master into the folder 

 

Go back into SSMS and reattach SC up to the new folder and this should now work. 

 

If it errors, the chances are that you still have further outstanding dupes; simply restart the process again 


